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CHALLENGE
Extend the life of a Kress coal haul truck 3508 CAT engine; 
these engines have an expected operating life of 16,000 hours.  
At 13,000 BMA Blackwater performed an oil analysis and found 
high levels of wear contamination (PQ 12) which resulted in a 

rebuild diagnosis. 

SOLUTION
Install an OEI ADD-Vantage 9000 magnetic filter alongside two 
conventional CAT filters. It was determined that by replacing 
one of the three conventional CAT filters with a magnetic filter, 
iron wear particles could be more effectively removed from the 
engine system. 

RESULTS
BMA Blackwater, in conjunction with One Eye Industries, 
investigated alternative methods to reduce this type of oil 
contamination. It was determined that by replacing one of the three conventional CAT filters with a 
magnetic filter, wear particles could be more effectively removed from the engine system. 
A trial using the magnetic filters commenced with the two most contaminated Kress engines. The 
magnetic filters were installed in these trucks, and the trucks were sent back to haul coal for 250 hrs 
(~2 weeks). This process has been ongoing every 250 hrs of operation, and to date has completed 
five cycles for both engines. Since the beginning of the trial, the trending results have shown a steady 
decrease in iron and wear particles from both CAT engines. Engines that maintain low levels of wear 
contaminates are more likely to reach and succeed their life expectancy. The potential saving of this 
simple alternative over the life of a Kress coal hauler could be the cost of an engine (~AU $350,000).  
The magnetic filters are completely reusable and will replace the traditional throw away units, thus 
will reduce the machines overall environmental impact.  
BMA Blackwater have plans to utilize similar technologies that will reduce contamination and 
operating costs in components such as final drives, transmissions, differentials and other 
mechanical gearboxes.  
In summary, to reduce the likelihood of premature component failure, Blackwater mine and One Eye 
Industries have successfully implemented magnetic filtration on its Kress coal hauling trucks. It is 
expected that further savings on a variety of machinery will be soon be realized.   
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BMA Blackwater have plans to utilize similar technologies that will reduce contamination and operating 
costs in components such as final drives, transmissions, differentials and other mechanical gearboxes.”   

- Tim Rantin, Maintenance Manager
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MINING INDUSTRY

Oil change intervals extended to 534 hours 
after 3rd oil change interval with OEI filter.

Oil changes required after 248 hours of 
operation without OEI filter.

Prior to OEI 
filtration, 1 ml of oil 
had a PQ of 12, and 
90 ppm Fe.

After 3 oil changes 
intervals with OEI 
filtraiton, 1 ml of oil 
had a PQ of < 1 and 
19 ppm Fe.
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